Non tilting-magazine eliminates the hassle of filling from the top down, load product right where you need it.

Built in Bag Vender on the VendMaster 360. (Optional on the VendMaster 894)

The separately locking cash box keeps you in control of the money while your attendant keeps the vender filled.

The new mounting bracket makes hanging your vender quicker, easier and safer than before.

Bases for both models now available.

---

**VendMaster 360 Coin**

The VendMaster 360 Coin is 12 columns, the largest capacity vender we build holding 360 vends. This vender features Coutco's GX series coin changer, which accepts the Sacagawea Golden Dollar Coin and gives change. This changer can be programmed to accept or reject nickels and dimes. The unique 3 door design allows you to service the vender without blocking the aisle. A locked cash box, accounting features, three point locking system and self diagnostics are standard features.

Cabinet dimensions: 42 1/2" W x 45 1/8" H x 11" D

Weight: 226 lbs.

---

**VendMaster 360 Debit**

The VendMaster 360 Debit, works with any card system that can support a multi-priced platform. The hook up is thru a MDB cable, and in many cases no additional power source is necessary. The DEBIT vender has all the features of the coin version with the exception of a locked cash box and giving change. Please specify vend price and the card reader manufacturer you will be using when ordering for appropriate settings and brackets.

Cabinet dimensions: 42 1/2" W x 45 1/8" H x 11" D

Weight: 226 lbs.

---

**VendMaster 894**

The VendMaster 894 is an 8 column, 184 box capacity coin-slide-driven machine. This vender features a proven, direct drive dispensing system used in our two, three and four column machines. Empty weights, lock out the column when out of product, cutting down on user abuse. The new three door design allows you to service the vender without blocking the aisle. All looks feature a three point locking system. The 894 can be equipped with ESD, Greenwald or Monarch Vertical 5 coin slides, which adjust from $.25 to $1.25.

Cabinet dimensions: 42" W x 43 5/8" H x 9" D

Weight: 210 lbs.